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nVoq Partners with SyTrue on New Clinical Workflow Documentation Service for
Real-Time Conversion of Physician Narratives into Categorized Data
Boulder, CO – May 12, 2015 – nVoq, a provider of cloud-based speech recognition workflow
optimization solutions for the healthcare industry, today announced general availability for the
company’s SayIt “Code Fast” service, available in collaboration with SyTrue. The Code Fast service
provides real-time, point-of-care conversion of spoken narratives into structured data categorized with
relevant ICD-9, ICD-10, SNOMED, LOINC, or other standards, using SyTrue’s Smart Data platform.
With the SayIt Code Fast service, providers can dictate narratives, and then apply one simple voice
command to convert unstructured narrative data to structured, categorized text within seconds,
applying their choice of coding standards such as ICD-9 or ICD-10. The structured, coded text is returned
directly to the system of record for review and finalization. This unique integration of two cloud-based
services saves hours of manual data entry and reconciliation effort, allowing more time for patient care
and creating more accurate, complete clinical documentation.
“Like everything we do at nVoq, this solution is about improving productivity and workflow,” said
Charles Corfield, Chief Executive Officer of nVoq. “The SayIt Code Fast service helps capture vital, clinical
information directly at the point of care, minimizing the effort required downstream to produce
properly coded documentation. This is a real benefit for provider organizations facing the challenges of
ICD-10 adoption.”
“We believe voice as a data entry option provides maximum flexibility for our provider customers,” said
Kyle Silvestro, Founder and Chief Executive Officer at SyTrue. “Using SayIt instead of keyboarding
improves workflow efficiency, and also drives higher quality of care by unlocking information that was
previously locked in unstructured formats. The SayIt solution is ideal for organizations that want to
capture smart data, in real time, for their providers, support staff and patients.”

(more)

About nVoq Incorporated
nVoq Incorporated provides true cloud-based speech recognition solutions for healthcare, customer
care and other industries. nVoq’s SayIt solution supports both traditional narrative dictation and voiceenabled workflow automations. SayIt is available as a real time, subscription-based client application,
and in SDK form for application developers wishing to voice-enable their platforms.
Headquartered in Boulder, CO, nVoq was founded in 2000 by CEO Charles Corfield, a successful
entrepreneur and investor. For more information, visit http://www.nvoq.com.
About SyTrue
SyTrue’s proprietary technologies decipher medical data, unlock its value, and convert it into usable
information in real-time. SyTrue’s solutions provide analytics and intelligence for enhancing patient
care, optimizing health outcomes and improving services. SyTrue empowers healthcare information
technology providers to use its Smart Data Platform for rapidly building, deploying, and scaling
innovative solutions alongside their own applications—without complex integration. Learn more at
www.sytrue.com.
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